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ABSTRACT
A strongly focused laser beam can be used to trap, manipulate and exert torque on a microparticle. The torque
is the result of transfer of angular momentum from the laser beam. The laser could be used to drive a rotor,
impeller, cog wheel, etc. of a few microns in size, perhaps fabricated from a birefringent material. We review our
methods of computationally simulating the torque and force imparted by a laser beam. We introduce a method
of hybridizing the T-matrix with the finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) method to allow the simulation
of materials that are anisotropic and inhomogeneous, and structures that have complex shapes. We also employ
an alternative discrete dipole approximation method. The high degree of symmetry of a microrotor, such as
rotational periodicity, could be exploited to reduce computational time and memory requirements by orders of
magnitude. This is achieved by performing calculations for only a given segment that is repeated across the
whole structure. This can demonstrated by modeling the optical trapping and rotation of a cube.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microscopic particles can be trapped using a tightly focused Gaussian laser beam. This optical trap is commonly
called optical tweezers. The trapped particle can be rotated by using a second laser beam that is circularly
polarized. This beam imparts torque onto the particle via the transfer of angular momentum. The amount of
angular momentum transfer depends on the properties of the particles such as size, shape and birefringence.
The particles of interest are microrotors, impellers, cog wheels and birefringent spheres. In this paper we will
compare our calculations against the experimental results from optically driven birefringent particles i.e. vaterite
spheres. The vaterite spheres are used to indirectly measure the viscosity of the surrounding medium by knowing
the torque on the particle under known incident beam conditions.1
The properties of light scattering from mesoscale (0.1λ− 5λ in radius) particles that have simple shapes and
that are made from homogeneous and isotropic materials can be calculated using the T-matrix method.2 Since
we are interested in inhomogeneous and anisotropic particles that have potentially complex albeit rotationally
symmetric shapes, the conventional T-matrix method would not be suitable. To overcome the above mentioned
limitations, we hybridize the T-matrix method with the finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) method. In
section 5, we will show how the FDFD equations from the internal grid structure is connected to the vector
spherical wave function (VSWF) expansion equations to effect a hybridized method.
The vaterite unit crystal is uniaxial birefringent and experiments1 in rotating the vaterite sphere indicate
that the bulk structure is also uniaxial. In our model, we assume that the index of refraction of vaterite sphere
is rotationally uniform about the uniaxis but the bulk structure extraordinary refractive index is hyperbolically
distributed as in figure 6.
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2. EXPLOITING ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY
By assuming that the vaterite particle is rotationally symmetric, we reduce the model to a 2D problem and thereby
saving computational time and memory by orders of magnitude. The particle has rotational homogeneity about
the polar angle φ as shown in figure 2a, and we used a cylindrical coordinate system because the 2D vertical
cross-section resembles a cartesian coordinate system. The rectangular cross-section is particularly suitable for
discretisation using a FDFD grid (figure 2b). The grid is made up of squares and rectangles called Yee cells,? and
each cell can have its own physical properties (permitivitty, permeability or conductivity). In section 4 we will
examine how the derived FDFD equations take advantage of the rotational peridiocity of the electromagnetic
fields.
If the case where particle is not totally rotationally symmetric but has nth-order discrete rotational sym-
metry, typical of a microrotor, savings in computational time and memory can still be achieved by performing
calculations for only one repeated segment. For example, we modeling the optical trapping of a cube, exploiting
the 4th order rotational symmetry and xy-plane mirror symmetry, to reduce the time required to calculate the
T-matrix from 30 hours to 20 minutes.3
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Figure 1. a) Cylindrical coordinate system. b) rectangular computational grid and boundaries.
3. THE T-MATRIX AND VECTOR SPHERICAL WAVE FUNTIONS
The T-matrix4 is an operator (T ) which acts on the coefficients of the incoming field to produce the coefficients
of the outgoing field
~p = T~a (1)
where ~a represents the vector made up of the coefficients (anm and bnm) of the incoming field and ~p represents
the vector of the coefficients (pnm and qnm) of the outgoing field. The electric fields (and similarly for magnetic
fields) can be expanded in terms of incoming and outgoing vector spherical wave functions (VSWFs)
~Ein =
∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=−n
anm ~M
(2)
nm(koutr) + bnm
~N (2)nm(koutr), (2)
~Eout =
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n=1
n∑
m=−n
pnm ~M
(1)
nm(koutr) + qnm ~N
(1)
nm(koutr). (3)
where kout is the wave vector outside the particle, and M and N are vector spherical wave functions (VSWFs)
defined by
M (1,2)nm (koutr) = Nnh
(1,2)
n (koutr)Cnm(θ, φ), (4)
N (1,2)nm (koutr) =
h
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where
Nn = 1/
√
n(n+ 1), (6)
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m
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= ∇× Cnm(θ, φ)
= θˆ
∂
∂θ
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Cnm(θ, φ) = ∇× (rY
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where Y mn are the garden variety normalized scalar spherical harmonics.
Naturally, we cannot take the sums (2) and (3) to infinity but rather taken to Nmax which is based on criteria
defined in.5
The T-matrix is independent of the incident field and only dependent of the properties (size, shape, orienta-
tion, permittivity) of the particle. If the incident fields change, the T-matrix need not be recalculated.
4. DERIVING FDFD EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES
Finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) equations differ from the finite difference time domain (FDTD)6 by
the main assumption that we are dealing with a single frequency field. Because of this, the time derivative of
the fields can be simplified as in equations 23 and 24. As with FDTD, we start the derivation from the Maxwell
curl equations. In a non-conducting medium, the Maxwell curl equations are
∇× ~H = ǫ
∂ ~E
∂t
, (10)
∇× ~E = −µ
∂ ~H
∂t
. (11)
Since we assume that the fields are harmonic about φ, ~E and ~H can be rewritten as
~E = ~E′(r, z)exp(imφ), (12)
~H = ~H ′(r, z)exp(imφ). (13)
Taking their derivatives with respect to φ,
∂ ~E
∂φ
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The curl for a given vector quantity ~F in cylindrical coordinates7 is
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Equating the RHS of (10) & (11) with their respective LHS expansion as per (16), the curl equations for
Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates are
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The evolution of ~E and ~H can be expressed as
∂ ~E
∂t
= −iω ~E.exp(−iωt), (23)
∂ ~H
∂t
= −iω ~H.exp(−iωt). (24)
Substituting the φ harmonic equations, (14) & (15), and time evolution equations, (23) & (24), into Maxwell’s
div equations (17) through (22) we obtain
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Figure 2. Yee Cell.
Equations (25) through (30) are written in terms of finite differences becomes
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5. HYBRIDIZING WITH FDFD EQUATIONS
In our model, we would have a dielectric region within the computational grid that would interact with the
incoming and outgoing fields. So, in coupling the electric field ~E(r) from the FDFD solutions with the VSWFs
for the TE incident modes we obtain
~M
(2)
n′m′(r) +
∞∑
n=1
pnm ~M
(1)
nm(r) + qnm
~N (1)nm(r) =
~E(r), (37)
where n′ is the incident mode. Similarly for the TM modes,
~N
(2)
n′m′(r) +
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n=1
pnm ~N
(1)
nm(r) + qnm ~M
(1)
nm(r) = ~E(r). (38)
Due to the rotational symmetry, there is no coupling to other azimuthal modes (i.e. only one value ofm′ appears).
Therefore, all fields share an azimuthal dependence of exp(imφ). Equations (37) and (38) connects the VSWF
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Figure 3. a) Coefficient Matrix, Unknowns and Constants. b) The T-matrix is made up of four blocks that result from
the coupling between the TE and TM modes. The inset is a section of the T-matrix in detail where the allowable coupling
between m and n modes are shown as black pixels.
description of the external fields and the FDFD grid. The VSWF and FDFD equations form an overdetermined
linear system (figure 2a) and can be solved using a standard numerical library. The FDFD equations are inserted
in the Coefficient matrix (figure 2a) first followed by VSWF equations. Last, the z -axis boundary equations are
inserted in the Coefficient matrix. Generally, the field is zero at the z -axis except for the modes m = ±1, in
which case the first derivatives of the fields are zero. Cycling through all incident modes, the solutions for the
scattering coefficients pnm and qnm are solved given one incident mode at a time and their values are inserted
into the T-matrix column representing coupling between the m and n modes (figure 2b).
6. RESULTS
6.1. GRID SIZE
The smaller the FDFD grid size, the smaller the error in the calculation. However, smaller grid sizes would
mean larger memory requirements and longer computational time. Thus, a compromise is required whereby we
allowed up to 1 error in force and torque calculations. The corresponding grid size that would conform to this
limit was 1/20 of the incident beam wavelength. Figure 4 indirectly shows the relationship between error and
grid size. The value of the torque converges to the true value as the grid size gets smaller. We get false torque
values due to an apparent power loss in the T-matrix where the errors show up as erroneously high off-diagonal
elements. This becomes more evidnt with larger grid sizes; the error is proportional to grid size to the fourth
power.
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Figure 4. As the grid size gets smaller, the calculated torque converges to the true torque value.
6.2. CALCULATION TIME
The time required to calculate the T-matrix for a particle increases exponentially with its size (figure 6.2a).
There will be a particle size limit to which we can piratically model before the T-matrix calculation becomes
prohibitively long. By taking the natural log on both axes (figure 6.2b) we the extrapolated calculation time
of 3.1 days would be required to calculate the T-matrix for particle of 3µm radius on a process-shared 3GHz
Pentium PC with 1.0 Gb of RAM.
6.3. TORQUE
Given the scattering coefficients, pnm and qnm, obtained either from the process described in section 5 or extracted
from a previously calculated T-matrix, the torque for a given incident beam is
τ =
∑
∞
n=1
∑n
m=−nm(|anm|
2 + |bnm|
2 − |pnm|
2 − |qnm|
2)∑
∞
n=1
∑n
m=−n |anm|
2 + |bnm|2
, (39)
where anm and bnm are incident coefficients, and the denominator is the incident power. The torque is
calculated for a vaterite particles with radii ranging from 400nm to 2240nm. Preliminary results were obtained
using 80nm grid size and were plotted against the experimentally measured results (figure 7). Ideally, we would
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Figure 5. a) Calculation time for a given particle radius. b) Natural logarithmic plot used to extrapolate time taken for
a particle with a radius of 3µm.
like to perform same calculations with a grid size of 40nm or smaller and will do so on a dedicated 64-bit processor
with a minimum of 4Gb RAM. An interesting feature of the plot (figure 7) is the periodic undulations which we
have attributed to interference from reflection off the first and second interface of the vaterite sphere.
a
Figure 6. Proposed hyperbolic birefringence distribution for the bulk structure of a vaterite sphere. Variable a determines
the hyperbolicity; shown here at 0.5 radius.
We currently assume that the bulk structure of the vaterite spheres do not have uniform birefringence but
rather that the extraordinary axes are line up in a hyperbolic distribution as shown in figure 6. We are able to
demonstrate that if we model the vaterite sphere to be uniformly birefringent, the calculated torque values are
significantly higher that the measured torques. By ’tuning’ a we can change the hyperbolicity which inversely
affects the torque.
7. CONCLUSION
The micromachines of interest typically have nth order rotational symmetry although they may or may not have
xy-plane mirror symmetry. Nonetheless, as with the cube we had modeled, the rotational symmetry can be
exploited to reduce the calculation time by orders of magnitude. Conventional T-matrix methods are limited
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Figure 7. The calculated torques for particles of given radii in comparison with experimentally measured torques
in their application to modeling homogeneous and isotropic materials, with shapes that are close to spheroidal.
The FDFD hybridization extends the modeling capability to include nth order rotationally symmetric particles
with complex shapes that the micro-machines are like to have and that are made from materials that are
inhomogeneous and anisotropic e.g. birefringent crystals.
However the FDFD hybridization is computationally intensive in terms of processing time and memory
requirements. We are currently investigating the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method to compare its
performance and accuracy in modeling microparticles.
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